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“Writ in Sand” by Johnathan Duckworth  
 

Raja Sharma is a happy American; a handsome bearded man with dark skin and vivid green eyes, as can 

only spring from the triangle between Hyderabad, Tehran, and Kabul. His wife has a good American name: 

Alexa Bartlett. She teaches history at a private school, and often jokes that she’ll be the next one of those 

“blonde teachers on the news.” That always makes them laugh. They’ve decided that if and when they have 

children, the even ones will be Sharmas and the odd ones will be Bartletts. They live in a big plantation 

house in the Georgia countryside, surrounded by twelve acres of St. Augustine grass, azalea hedges, and 

groves of live oaks and magnolias draped in Spanish moss. A small river—some obscure tributary of the 

Suwannee—coils around the property’s edge. The muscadine vines grow thick on the fences near that river, 

constant reminders that a wine press inspired Guttenberg. There are few neighbors, but on rare occasions 

when one of them drops in for dinner or drinks, Raja will assure them that he’s lived here all his life, and 

that he’s not Muslim. 

“Jain, Sikh, and Hindu all the way back,” he says, whenever the question crops up. He never specifies how 

far back “all the way back” goes. 

**** 

Raja was eleven years old when a class project tasked him to research his heritage. When he asked his 

father for a family tree, the venerable patriarch declared that they would travel to India. The patriarch was a 

stocky, spectacled software entrepreneur with a head of black hair and a silver beard. A self-made man, he 

was ever thus impossible to argue with. If Chandra Sharma wanted to make wine from the wild grapes, then 

Raja would help him pick them, and together they’d roll up their trousers to crush the grapes underfoot. If 

he wanted to read all 22,000 shlokas of Somadeva’s Kathāsaritsāgara, then he’d disappear into his study for 

an entire week, leaving Raja with a series of Tupperware meals labeled Monday through Sunday. So then it 

didn’t surprise Raja when the next day Father purchased two first-class tickets to Jaipur, in India’s arid 

north. Raja remembers little of the long flight, having hovered between sleep and waking; all that sticks out 

is the captain’s drawling announcement: 

“If you feel a little chilly, it’s because we are now passing over the Arctic Circle.” 

He fell into real sleep in Jaipur’s airport, and woke only after his father had secured their luggage, 

purchased a week’s worth of food and water, and loaded it all into a rental jeep that smelled like an old 

tennis shoe stuffed with cigarette butts. When Raja awoke again in the middle of the great city, it wasn’t 

because of the tide of voices in the market or even the thrown brick that cracked the window next to Raja’s 

head, but rather Chandra’s cursing in Dhundhari. In the grips of somnus interruptus, little Raja wondered 

why it wasn’t illegal for so many people to gather on a single street, and wondered how the little dark man 

sitting in the cane chair next to the legume and fruit-laden rug kept his pink shirt so clean with all the dust 

kicked up from the flagstones. 

**** 

Raja is editor-in-chief of a midlevel publishing house he inherited from his father seven years ago—along 

with the house and property—when the patriarch vanished into the labyrinthine aisles of the house’s grand 

library in search of his prized first edition copy of Kipling’s Jungle Book. The Tillandsia Press handles local 

talent for the most part, but sometimes Raja finds a voice from further afield. He lives for those mornings 
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when he discovers a rat-gnawed, stamp-plastered envelope on his desk, and cuts it open to find a story or a 

poem scribbled on the back of a Hispanophone propaganda leaflet with a ballpoint pen or etched in the 

militant black slashes of a carpenter’s pencil. It doesn’t matter if the writing itself is puerile or even 

incomprehensible. Nor does Raja wonder why or how their work comes to his modest publishing house. 

The author may have written instead of eating. It is this authenticity that Raja seeks. Nothing is worth 

publishing that has not—in some small measure—driven its author closer to insanity or starvation by means 

of its upsurge. Raja himself enjoys writing, though he no longer seeks publication. He explains this to his 

wife and friends by means of Plato’s Allegory of the Cave; that he has seen too much from the other side to 

pursue the shades on the wall. 

**** 

Father recited poetry from memory without pause throughout the nine hour drive to the Thar Desert’s 

heart. He had a rich, gravelly voice and a good sense of where to pause. The patriarch loved the Romantics 

(he owned a first edition of Keats’s Endymion), the Classics, and of course the Tang poets—with special 

emphasis on Tu Fu, who’d pioneered autobiographical verse a millennium before William Wordsworth 

dipped his quill in ink. A few times during the drive, Chandra slipped into some of the Indian poets like 

Kālidāsa. These he quoted in their original tongues. Raja couldn’t follow them over the hiss of wind 

streaming through the cracked window. As the jeep rolled into the desert the flora became sparser and 

sparser, until the sight of a single browned sangri tree growing out of the dunes warranted snapping a photo 

or two. The night fell just as Raja felt it should be morning. 

“How do you like the desert, my boy?” Father asked. 

“It’s empty,” Raja said. “There’s nothing but sand.” 

“Pay close attention to the sand’s color. It’s never the same exact color twice.” 

**** 

Today Raja retreats into his mahogany and leather study. He and Alexa had the argument again; the 

argument over the bowl and the sand. Of course Alexa didn’t mention either of them directly. He can’t 

remember how it started, but it ended with Alexa opening a bottle of Riesling, pouring herself a big glass, 

and saying that he should at least try to remember his wife’s hair color if he won’t go in without a rubber or 

with the lights on, that he owes her that much. Raja disconnects his phone and router and sits down to type 

out a poem. His slate gray Scottish Fold, Lord Dr. Samuel Taylor Coleridge, OBE, OBI, CAT, Esq., plants 

down on his lap like a little lop-eared Buddha. Next to the keyboard he keeps the bowl of chameleonic 

sand that has in twenty years remained ever as hot as the day he scooped it up from the shadowless Thar at 

noon. Now he attempts to type up a poem, an ode to the mother he’s never known. 

**** 

This deep into the Thar Desert the roads were little more than lines on a map, so Father drove slowly. The 

first sight that caught Raja’s attention was an old man in a turban resting under a sangri tree. It was hard to 

see this thing as a person. People weren’t simply tanned and weathered skins stretched tenuously over a 

skeleton. Chicken bone fingers combed through a wispy cotton beard. The eyes had sunken into little 

shaded pits. Maybe there were no eyes. The sight sank into the gray. The second sight came an hour later, 

when the sun began climbing down from its apogee and the somber sand turned the hue of powdered 

sulfur. It was another old man, this time sprawled out in the center of a collection of dirt huts. Father 

stopped at this camp to ask for directions. Raja stayed in the jeep. The relic had a long clump of blackened 

boils growing like a mountain range on his cheek. He kept his hands on his chest. While Chandra threw his 
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upper body around in every direction to reach some understanding with the local menfolk, a few women 

scooted around him to offer a water bowl to the sick man. He didn’t open his lips for the water; he scarcely 

blinked when Chandra walked past and kicked up dust into his eyes. They left the camp, and Raja 

clambered to the back seat to watch the sick man sink into the yellow. 

“Why didn’t that man drink? Isn’t he thirsty?” 

Father pushed his glasses higher up his nose. “You must understand something, my son. The people here 

don’t see life the way we do. For them, death is something that can come long before the heart stops 

beating. They don’t rage against the dying light.” 

Raja had never seen real death. Until the third sight. This was brief, sinking behind the dunes the moment 

he became aware of it. There were some youths dragging an animal carcass through the sand, just as 

Georgian hunters would drag a white tail deer through the brush. But this carcass was clothed in orange and 

white. One of the youths lit a torch. Into the gold it sank. 

**** 

Every so often Raja loses his focus and one of his hands strays to the bowl and burns his fingers on the sand. 

He’ll curse, push the cat off, and leave the study to find an icepack. This is when he should be writing, this 

is when he feels closest to Ishta. Alexa doesn’t look at him as he searches the freezer for something to 

soothe his fingers. The half-drained bottle of Riesling sweats on the marble counter. He tells himself this 

must be the day. 

**** 

The fourth sight lived in a large nomad camp of thirty dirt block homes centered on a makeshift temple that 

could double as a mosque. 

Father had a big smile on his face when he stepped out of the jeep and opened Raja’s door. “Your 

grandfather was born in one of these houses.” 

Raja’s tennis shoes sank deep into the sand. He had to kick his way through. The furrows on the amber 

dunes reminded him of a corduroy jacket. 

“Why would anyone live here?” he asked, holding his father’s sleeve as they moved away from the jeep and 

into the camp. 

Chandra pulled his son forward. “Amazing, isn’t it? Societies grow on the banks of rivers, and there are no 

great rivers here—yet there are and have been people in the Thar. Some of them poets; many whose names 

were writ in sand.” 

The sky in parts was turning dark as ink, while the western horizon still burned gold and red. Father 

secured shelter from the munificence of a cigar-puffing camel trader. The camel trader showed them to 

their beds: dusty, faded rugs thrown over reed mats. He offered them water from the camp’s well (called 

a tar), which—as per Chandra’s translation—was certified as ‘sweet’ and thus free of bitter minerals. Father 

urged Raja to accept, though he would have preferred to drink the water in the jeep. The camel trader 

called in his daughter, a girl a few years older than Raja. The fourth sight. Ishta. That wasn’t the name the 

camel trader called her, and to the day of his death Raja will never know where the name came from. When 

he concentrates and when his blistered fingers throb he can remember the jingle of the glass beads and 

brass ornaments hanging from her ears and around her neck, as well as the chain trailing from a ring on her 

nose. Her shawl and dress: ten colors of silk, with embroidered trim. Eyebrows like those cherished 
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carpenter’s pencil markings: thick, orderly, black. An ovoid face. A brass pin on her forehead. But the eyes 

were the real sight; like the green glass of antique bottles. 

**** 

He returns to his study, clutching a bag of frozen peas. He sits down. The sand glows puce now. The cat is 

at the window, staring at a bird on a branch, a mockingbird. The mockingbird prances up and down 

branch, fanning out its wings to show the cat its white patches. It squawks and growls, then chirps at the cat 

behind glass. The ode leaves him before his fingers can return to the keyboard. Human minds are shifting 

dunes. 

**** 

The water smelled and tasted like crushed-up stink bugs and fizzed when Raja sipped from it. But he was 

grateful to drink water coaxed from the earth by Ishta’s hands. The camel trader provided a few slabs of flat 

bread for dinner. Father whispered to Raja that they would eat a proper meal in the jeep after the others 

had fallen asleep. The bread was tough and stale. He ate only nibbles. He couldn’t stop staring at Ishta, who 

knelt in the corner. He offered the rest of his bread to Ishta, maybe then she would look at him. And she 

did. But she didn’t take the bread. 

“What’s given is given,” Father explained. There would be many more tautologies in the coming days. 

That night the camel trader strummed on an old, worn sitar while one of his sons thumped a dholak drum. 

The camel trader started singing an old Rajasthani folk song, and Chandra joined in. Raja didn’t know the 

words, but he could bob his head to the tune. Ishta didn’t move. She remained in the corner, firelight on 

her green like green glass eyes, her hands on an inornate clay bowl. She turned it round and round, her 

fingers fitting into molded impressions on the lip. 

“Kesaariyyaaaa…balaaam…padharo…maahreee dessssh.” 

**** 

What happened to her? Without a doubt she’s married to a camel trader who doesn’t possess the rupees to 

kindle a small fire. If she’s alive. Raja sets the frozen peas aside and touches the bowl, comparing his fingers 

to the little markings on the rim. She had such delicate hands. The mockingbird chirps once more before 

flapping off. A taunt. Raja knows that this must be the day. He unlocks and opens the window, then lifts the 

screen. The cicadas are out. He likes to think their song is a language of its own. It rained earlier in the day. 

The scent of wet Georgia clay and damp pines rolls in. 

**** 

 They waited for five days. Whenever Raja asked why, or tried to tell his father that he was missing school 

or that he would die or that a child his age wasn’t meant to go for so long without television, the patriarch 

would hold up a finger and shush him. 

“We wait as long as we must wait,” he’d say. 

All the days were the same. When the locals walked at all it was in preset patterns. Though they had no 

clocks, they swept the sand from the huts at precisely 10:00 AM each morning. Chandra’s books didn’t 

interest young Raja (not yet), so had it not been for Ishta he might have lost his mind. He’d follow her to 

the tar each morning and evening—it was in the evenings that her eyes took the color of the sunset; amber 

one night, indigo the next. She never spoke a word to him, but a few times she’d smile, as if pleased to have 

some company on the long walk to the tar. Once, they found a long stick and amused themselves by 
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drawing figures on the dunes. She drew birds. He drew airplanes. And when night fell and everyone else 

slept, Raja would crawl up next to her and wait—wait for the language of her dreams to reveal itself in the 

bend of her fingers, the wrinkling of her nose, or the twitching of her resting eyelids. 

On the sixth day the rain fell. No one left the huts. No matter how much water fell, the sand’s thirst grew to 

meet it. Father assured him that the jeep was parked on firm, high ground. It rained all night. The next 

morning Raja woke to find the desert gone—in its place lush grassland had sprung, rife with chattering 

insects and vibrant, strutting peacocks. The tallgrass swayed as if brushed by a single massive hand. This was 

what Father had wanted to show him. 

It was time to go. On the morning of their departure, Raja and his father helped the camel trader and his 

sons search for the clay bowl they used to collect water. It didn’t turn up. Chandra said it was probably lost 

somewhere in the grass. It never occurred to the nomads that someone might have stolen it to collect sand. 

Theft was a non-concept. 

**** 

Raja picks up the bowl by its base. His fingers still throb and sting. He leans his head out the window. It’s a 

long drop. He thrusts the bowl forward. The sand spills out. The thousand grains billow in the air, and glow 

like falling sparks on their way down to the lawn. When Raja comes downstairs he finds Alexa standing at 

the kitchen window. The sand sparkles on the tips of leaves and on the grass. Raja puts the half-drained 

Riesling back in the fridge. He tells her it’s done. 

“The bowl too?” Alexa asks. 

He can only shake his head. He won’t throw away the bowl, no matter how loud Alexa sighs; no matter how 

cold the clay becomes. The marks of Ishta’s fingers are always there. 

**** 

“We have no history, Raja,” Father said, as the jeep tumbled through the tallgrass, away from the nomad 

camp. “We go as deep as the roots of the grass.” 

Then he quoted Tu Fu: 

“Wind-tossed, fluttering—what is my likeness? 

in Heaven and Earth, a single gull of the sands.” 
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“Everything at Once” by Charles Nutter Peck 
 

It rained continuously for six days. The fat, heavy drops fell from the dark sky, a constant white noise over 

the silence of our home. I dreamt of waterfalls each night and woke feeling like soggy bread. We busied 

ourselves in simple ways to forget the clouds. The kitchen table was scattered with board games so we ate on 

the floor of our bedroom. After we spent the day re-arranging the pictures in their frames, you sat in the 

living room on the musty couch with your hand extended through the cracked window. A pool formed in 

your palm and seeped through your fingers, the way ink runs on a damp newspaper. I passed behind you to 

the kitchen, where I opened the freezer door, letting the cold fog breathe against my skin. My bare feet on 

the hardwood floor sounded hollow as I stood in the open-door frost. Without turning to me you said, 

“Some people have the heaviest souls.” 

I turned and leaned against the countertop that separated the two rooms to look at you, but never through 

you, leaving the door behind me open. 

“Souls?” 

“Everybody has a soul, Paul. Some of us just don’t know it yet.” 

I’ve never told you this, but you have always reminded me of a train station, the way people are always 

coming and going, waiting for the right car. The storm swelled outside of the window, and you looked small 

against the panes. 

“They say it will stop soon,” I said, gesturing to the downpour. 

You pulled your arm in from the window, balancing the pool in your hand. Our eyes connected and you 

nodded slowly, before walking up the stairs to our bedroom. As you climbed the stairs, each step soft and 

uncertain, I heard you tracing your finger along the wall. 

**** 

During dinner you spilled down the front of your dress. I laughed and poured wine into my lap to make 

you smile, but instead you shook your head the way you do when you can’t remember why we’re in love. 

This was the game we were always playing, the constant reminder of the sadness of being in love. When you 

do these things, I can’t help but ache for the parts of you I’ve never had. Why was I not the first man to see 

you embarrassed? Who else has held you while you cried? When you remember your childhood, do you 

wonder why I was never in it? Why was I not your first? Love is many things, but it is always sad. 

In my belly, a sour sort of ache began, thinking that you had lived before me. Why did you have to exist 

before I met you? I hated knowing that you would never be able to share your entire self with me, so I tried 

to fill the gaps. 

“Have you ever felt a possum’s fur?” 

“Which shoe do you tie first?” 

“Before looking at a clock, do you ever guess the time?” 

But an answer is only words and can never fill the pit of human longing. Some days I can feel how tired I 

am from carrying both of our lives, and I wonder if you ever feel the same. We washed the dishes silently, 

listening to the rain through the walls and the faucet’s whisper. 
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**** 

In the dark of our bedroom, the storm continued to swallow our home. After, you turned your face to mine 

on the green pillow and said, 

“I’m just horribly afraid to die some days.” 

You waited for me to speak, but I stared blankly into the blades of the revolving ceiling fan above us. 

“It’s October and I can feel my bones creaking. One day I’ll be under the wet dirt and all I’ll have is this sad 

house and the spots on your skin I’ve touched. I’m always thinking of the saddest things to remind myself 

that everything comes and goes but never stays.” 

I wanted to tell you about how my mother died, my home smelling like 409 and cancer, how she moved 

from room to room like a shriveled gourd, but I never have been able to say what I mean, so I moved my 

hand into the small of your back and closed my eyes. We always had the smallest touches. Our palms 

meeting before crossing the street, your hands against my neck as I stood in the graveled parking lot, our 

legs touching as we sat in the church pew. How many little touches does it take to make love? I counted 

backwards from 73 to make sure you were asleep before pulling myself from the covers and walking 

downstairs to the kitchen. The light above the stove lit the small room and I stood at the window watching 

the steady storm. 

I’ve always thought that a thunderstorm was the best time for a house fire. I imagined you safe in our bed, 

the smoke pouring through the raindrops as the house squealed and popped with flames bright enough to 

burn but small enough to disappear. 

Before climbing back into bed, I placed my palms on the cool stovetop coils, savoring the short moment of 

reassurance. 
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“Blue Not Green” by Megan Tilley 
 

The hotel was shit. White paint peeled off in dirty ribbons, and no one stayed for a just a couple days—

whole families packed into rooms for two or three months. Curling ironwork supported sagging wooden 

porches, flakes of rust floating on puddles like an autumn of decay. 

She sat on the back step, cigarette dangling from her fingers, arm propped on her legs. The cigarette was 

burning to ash, but she didn’t seem to notice, eyes unseeingly trained on the construction site behind the 

hotel. Her gaze was an ocean, unfeeling and empty, infinitely deep and cold. Her feet were dark with dirt, 

hole in her sleeve where the shoulder seam had ripped. 

She probably had an exotic name, something her mother could barely pronounce in her cocaine haze. 

I could go talk to her, watch her size me up suspiciously.  I could stand on the buckled asphalt, uncaring 

about the frayed edges of her shorts, the bareness of her thighs, the rawness of her mosquito-bitten knee 

bones, the chipped nail polish on her toes. She only drank beer and gin, and she’d let me buy her a cheap 

bottle. We would sit on that step and watch the piles of dirt turn to silver in the moonlight, puddles of gold 

where the streetlight hit. 

Instead, I sat on the balcony of my rented apartment pretending to read. I watched her stand, dust off the 

back of her shorts and tuck the crumpled pack of cigarettes back in her pocket. She was both old and 

impossibly young, eyes scraping the darkness for something before turning and opening the door to the 

room. A quick flash of dirty yellow light and she was gone. 

I stood by the copy machine at work, staring blankly at the sheets of paper filing into the tray. I wrote her a 

love note in my head, but the words got bound up in the delicate bones of her wrist, and her wide doe-eyes. 

If she was blonde, she could have been a Russian trophy wife. She would wear silk gowns with torn 

stockings and heavy boots and would never carry any of her children to term. 

My friend from high school knew her. 

“Her name is Dahlia,” Jake said as we sat on the balcony drinking whiskey out of the bottle. “She’s pretty 

quiet. I think she lives there with her grandmother.” 

She worked at a gas station across town and sold cigarettes to minors and nicotine gum to their parents. Her 

boss was an old Italian man with no teeth who let her buy gin at half price even though she was only 19. She 

wore a too-big uniform shirt and ill-fitting jeans but she always made sure she wore a pretty bra—just little 

lacy things that reminded her there were better things out there, and boys that would treat her nicer than the 

ones that yelled her name down the hallway and whistled at her when she was just trying to look nice. 

I half made her up in my head. 

We went to a party that night, at an office building recently foreclosed. My backpack was full of half empty 

liquor bottles and cheap beer. People I hadn’t seen in months perched on desks and abandoned office 

chairs. Dahlia was there next to a boy with metal in his face—she curled into him like a fiddlehead nested in 

soil, new and tender. 

My girlfriend had left me in a flurry of half-packed suitcases, claiming held back dreams and not enough 

excitement. She said the sex was boring, that I got too caught up in books, and that my entry level job was 
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draining her. She moved into a commune with a woman she grew up with and took up yoga and sage 

burning. Her name was Amy. 

“Can you pass me one of those?” 

Dahlia stood in front of me, ring through her nostril, small scar on her cheek. I reached into cooler next to 

me and passed her a beer. Her knuckles were rough under the calluses of my fingers and I hope she 

noticed our similar roughness, our shared worn edges. She smiled faintly, walked back to the boy and bit it 

open with her teeth. 

I watched the copy machine scan page after page after page, green light under the white plastic the same 

color as the dirty shoe laces she’d worn—one tied where she must have broken it. I wrote a love letter for 

her again, but this time it didn’t make sense. I imagined her home instead—four walls plus a bathroom with 

a cracked tub. Her mother had a boyfriend—I saw him walk in and out of their room day after day, a seedy 

man with too much facial hair. Dahlia wouldn’t talk to him, would stare sulkily at him while he kissed her 

mother, would leave when his hands started moving lower. She’d bring her baby sister with her and walk 

her down to the park, push her sister on the swings while she chain smoked and told her to never, ever 

grow up. 

I started writing about her in a book I kept by my bed, in between lines about the old lady that scared me at 

the grocery store (she looked and sounded like the personification of the black plague) and how much I 

hated my boss (he incessantly chewed cough drops and called me buddy.) I needed to capture something 

meaningful in this relationship, this one ended communication I had with her. I followed her life, I knew 

her story—it surrounded me, immersed me in its quiet desperation, its dead end triumphs. 

Jake came over again and sat on my porch. “How often are you out here?” he asked, poking at the 

mountain of cigarette butts on the cheap plastic table. They had burned miniature craters into the slick 

surface, a moon of cancer and obsession. 

“A lot.” 

Jake leaned over the railing, staring down at the cars lined up below. “You still watching that girl?” 

“Dahlia.” 

“Yeah, her.” 

I shrugged, sitting on the edge of my chair, bouncing my foot nervously. 

“We haven’t heard from you in ages, you don’t pick up your phone anymore. Amy’s been trying to get a 

hold of you,” he said, and my eyes dropped to the cracked concrete. I wondered if I jumped hard enough, 

it would split wide open and I’d be swallowed. I needed to ask the landlord to fix it. 

It became harder to concentrate on my job. My cubicle was depressing, constant vigil at the copy machine 

of banality letting my thoughts fly too free. I sketched her on napkins in bars, Jake watching me with 

worried eyes. 

I drove to the gas station where she worked when I ran out of beer. She stood behind the counter, snapping 

her gum disinterestedly. She watched me halfheartedly. 

“Hey,” I said, smiling. She nodded at me, scanning the beer. 

“Anything else?” 
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I shook my head. 

“ Weren’t you at that party? The one at the office building,” she asked, and my breath caught in my chest. 

“Yeah, with Jake,” I said and she smiled slightly, one side of her mouth curving. 

“I went to high school with him,” she said. “He’s a cool guy.” 

“Definitely,” I said and she pushed the beer towards me. She told me the price and I paid it with my card, 

waving goodbye before I stepped out into the night, walking towards my car. 

I forgot my card. I put the beer in the back seat and turned to walk back in, stomach twisting. I could see 

her through the window, sitting on the counter, grinning. The boy from the party leaned into my line of 

sight, kissing her, tangling his fingers in her hair. My veins turned into ice, muscles cramping. 

I got back in my car, drove home, walked up the stairs, laid on the floor. I watched the fan turn overhead. I 

had to do something or I was going to crawl out of my skin. I went on the balcony, but she wasn’t there. I 

flipped through my notebook, the pages dark with ink drawing of her face, but none of them looked like 

her. None of them showed the way she leaned into him, the way her eyes never really closed when they 

kissed. There was no trust in the rigidity in her spine. 

Her eyes were blue, not the green I always pictured them to be. 

I slammed out of the apartment, running down the stairs into the night. The air was colder than I 

anticipated; chill pricking at my skin. I crossed the parking lot with sure steps—she was in my head, 

she wasn’t in my head, she was everywhere, she was nowhere. She clawed at the corners of my life with 

short black nails, an obsession that made my stomach sick. 

“Are you done watching me from the balcony?” Dahlia sat on the back step, eyes illuminated by the glowing 

embers of her cigarette. “I can see you too, you know.” 

“I need you to save me,” I said, standing in the alley. Her hair was piled on her head, wilting hibiscus stuck 

in the mass of tangles. She watched me for a painstaking eternity, smoke pouring from her mouth before 

she stood, dropping her cigarette in the puddle at her feet, watching it hiss into darkness before looking 

back at me. 

“No,” she said and turned and went inside. 
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NON-FICTION 

      

          “The Involved” by Daniel Dominguez                     “Train Lights, Coal Sprites” by Michael Taylor 

”Sik Fin” by Sarah Kim  
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“Opening Up One’s Heart and Mind to Another in 
an Attempt to Explore the Bedrock of a Vital, 
Romantic Partnership Only to Continually be 
Left Standing Alone in the Driftwood of Self-
Discovery: A Review” By Danielle Gasparro 
 

Alright. First things first. I know what you’re thinking: “Wait a minute. Hang on. Is this a review of some 

visionary art house flick I carelessly missed? Did the New York Times Best Sellers list skip over what would 

seem to be the self-help wonderbook of the century? Is Fiona Apple releasing another album already? 

Or…could it be that finally, at long last, someone is going to review the actual story of my real freaking life 

and tell me if I’m on the right goddamn track?!” 

Well, let me assuage your wonderment straight away, fellow sailor-mouthed mortals eternally seeking love, 

by formally clarifying (in my pajamas) that, as it’s not every day one finds themselves back at college at age 

forty-one, drafting their first paper for a nonfiction writing course with the following instruction looming in 

their crown: since you have the freedom to choose ANYTHING you want to review, start by brainstorming 

a list of things over which you already have authority, I’m happy (relatively speaking) to report that the 

answer to your query is, “Yes.” As in, we’re talking real freaking life here, kids. 

Now, before we move to our analysis as outlined by our epic (earnest!) title, I think it’s important to note 

that upon said brainstorming, I did consider several topics over which I do believe I hold a fair degree of 

dominion, but that are perhaps considered more “traditional” in nature: the book Eat, Pray, Love; the 

film Cinema Paradiso; French-pressed coffee; New York in June…that sort of thing. (P.S.: Pretty, Damn, 

Good; Molto fantastico; Toujours!; What’s fucking better, yo?) But as I carefully deliberated over which 

subject to examine, this notion of writing from a place of authority kept tugging at the lapels of my heart and 

mind with notable vigor. Where did it take me? Well, generally speaking, to an array of colorful life 

experiences quilted together by the threads of passion, pursuit, and peril. But if we’re talking actual shit I 

had to deal with that can now be fused into a piece of writing intended to serve my fellow melancholy man 

(hint—we are), then: 

[insert twenty years’ worth of living, loving, losing, learning, and invariably landing on Self-Discovery Island 

here]  

Then, [insert me pouring a glass of red] 

In light of the fact that in recent days I have once again experienced a shift in status from “hopeful bedrock-

explorer” to “bona fide driftwood-dweller,” and considering that I don’t feel so much disappointed by this 

development as I do fortified by it (NOTE: period of intense disappointment, included), I am compelled to 

offer you fine love-lovers my hard-earned two bits as to where the value lies in what the kids today might 

refer to as, “going for it.” ’Tis my hope that upon considering such excavated bits, you will be inclined to 

concede with my ultimate finding, that: Opening oneself up to another in hopes of letting in lasting love—

regardless  of  where one lands—is ever a worthwhile expedition. 

Or, perhaps at the very least you’ll snag a few pointers on how to rock a sanity-survival kit. (Correct! If you 

said, “Wine is Item A,” you are already, in my estimation, rocking it.) 
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Now. On to the obscure yet relevant review at hand. 

Let’s begin our formal discussion (still not dressed) by noting—and, I trust, agreeing, that the occasion of 

meeting another humanoid on this big blue marble in the sky who we long to spend copious amounts of 

time conversing with and placing our lips upon, is rare. If we add to that a longing to move through each day 

with such a person, loving, laughing, luxuriating and learning about each other so as to potentially build an 

inspired life together, perhaps even a family, then I trust we’ll further agree what we’ve got here is likely the 

most sought-after treasure of our shared earthly excursion. What I can say for sure is, during my four 

decades spent on this planet thus far, I’ve had the great fortune (take heed, comrades—after the 

dog, hindsight is man’s best friend) of having met no fewer than five men who for me fit this multi-faceted, 

incredibly rare bill. Mind you, I’ve also had the pleasure of meeting a much larger number of men for 

whom any feelings of longing I had were cut off at the talking and lip-locking (yes, we’re summarizing 

there—hi Mom!) pass by a hearty brew of self-knowledge, savvy and sensitivity. But given that the aim here is 

to substantiate my “Thumbs up to heartache and pain!” claim, I shall base my examination solely on those 

experiences I’ve had with the above-mentioned five men, each of whom I felt vaguely sure might be what 

the kids today, yesterday, and my guess is till the end of motherloving time, refer to as “The One.” 

After contemplating the best approach to take in offering you this critique d’amour, I’ve come to the 

conclusion that taking you back in time across my five expeditions du coeur,while a potentially engaging 

jaunt, would be an emotionally laborious one for me, and I strongly suspect, an “Aw man, can’t you just give 

us a list?”-inducing one for you. Let’s reflect: I’m here for you, mes amis. May I now present, for your 

consideration, list one: 

OPENING ONESELF UP TO ANOTHER IN HOPES OF LETTING IN 

LASTING LOVE—THE CONS 

1. You will spend a fair amount of your precious time and energy sharing those qualities which over 

the course of your life have come to make you you with some other person who in an instant 

makes your heart dance, your soul smile and your loins…well, you know, and who will at some 

point during the course of your relationship, however short or long it may be, express to you some 

variation of any number of the following phrases: 

 I’ve never felt more alive in my life than when I am with you. 

 Maybe this is what the real thing feels like. 

 You are so incredible. And beautiful. And [see thesaurus.com]. 

 I don’t normally do this sort of thing, but here’s a poem I wrote for you. 

 I can’t wait to see you tonight. You’ll wear that one dress? 

 You would make such a remarkable mother. 

 Hiking used to be so boring. 

 You have the most amazing brain. 

 You have the most amazing body. 

 You have the most amazing sense of humor. 

 You have my heart. 
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only to, at some further point in time, render such phrases (and so, perhaps, some portion of your mental 

and emotional stability) null and void by uttering something closely resembling the following: 

 I’m sorry. I don’t want to hurt you. It’s just…well, I guess it’s just a feeling I have. I promise, this is 

as hard for me as it is for you. I am so, so sorry. 

I know. Sigh. Only one con, yet what a d-o-o-z-y. Do stick with me here, fellow sentient beings. Now that 

we’ve got the hard part formally (hmmm…does wine come out of silk?) squared away, let’s move on to what 

I hope will now prove to be a highly encouraging list number two: 

 

OPENING ONESELF UP TO ANOTHER IN HOPES OF LETTING IN 

LASTING LOVE—THE PROS 

1. As a result of experiencing the massively arduous con noted above, you will enter a period of time, 

however short or long it might be, plagued by mild-to-acute feelings of disappointment, anger, 

confusion, self-doubt (I promise we’re in the right list), fear, regret, loneliness and denial. While 

enduring such feelings, you will make at least one, but probably several, misguided attempts to 

attain some romantic outcome you desire and are pretty sure you “deserve,” because somehow 

God/Buddha/the stars/Allah/all-knowing-mystical-force-that-is-unnamable got the actual one wrong. 

These attempts will fail and life will kind of suck for a while, but there will come a day when you 

feel immensely grateful, because the whole sucky shebang will be what puts you in a position to 

benefit from PRO #. . . 

2. You will be given one or several opportunities to transform yourself for the better and fortify those 

qualities which make you you, and so, totally fucking awesome (unless you are an asshole, but more 

on that in a second) because you have allowed those painful feelings and foolish attempts outlined 

in PRO #1 to flow—which is the only way your heart will ever get caught in the undertow of 

happiness—which is, in fact, the only way for it to at some point be washed out onto the shore of 

Self-Discovery Island. 

3. You will discover lots of shit. Namely (albeit, eventually, which can in some cases reveal itself to be 

a mere moment, or perhaps a few days, but will likely be months, or even…pause for another glass-

pour aaaaaaand raising glass…years!) that you are totally fucking awesome, and that other people are 

simply either: 

1. Beautiful and wonderful and perfect* and on their own life paths which are at times 

designed to intersect with yours in order to teach you something, and even 

teach them something, but quite frankly that is no business of yours in Totally Awesome-

ville. 

2. Some people are just…assholes, disguised as not-assholes for a while. 

4. You will invite into your life the chance to become, through any number of bouts with our lone and 

trusty “Super Con,” keenly aware that when someone says they are so sorry, they don’t want to hurt 

you—such an assertion is invariably the truth (okay, let’s say it is 99.99% of the time, with respect to 

PRO #3b); however, and more importantly, you will also come to understand that when someone 

claims they need to end things, yet they don’t really know why, they can’t explain it, they just have 

afeeling that they should, they are absolutely and above all else, yes: perfect and wonderful and 

beautiful and simply moving along their path the best they know how, but, at its core, such a claim 

is horseshit. Now, let’s be clear: it isn’t wrong that this person is making such a claim, and they are 
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in no way a bad person for making it. It’s just, not the essential truth and for whatever reason, they 

haven’t yet become emotionally aware, courageous or compassionate enough to tell you what (or 

perhaps, sorry…who) the real reason is and so the situation is probably, way deep down where it 

counts, harder for them than it is for you. (And by the way, let’s not discount the fact that you may 

have said or done something kind of foolish, or premature, perhaps even a bit desperate that yeah, 

sure, felt right at the time, but you now regret because yes, it may have damn well contributed to the 

end of things, but rest assured—you are just doing your best, too, and none of your choices reflect 

that big, blue, cosmic plan we’re all governed by, or the future, better-you that you’ll become having 

made such blunders. I promise. I’m looking back upon one…two…three of the five aborted 

missions I had to endure to learn all of this, as I type the words better-you.) 

5. If you do the work of fully engaging in PROs #1-4, although you may at times end up questioning 

your emotional and mental stability, so long as the people who cross your path are not all assholes, 

you’ll stand a good chance of knowing in this short lifetime at least five “The One” front-runners 

who you come to regard when all is said and done (and said again, and done again) as beautiful, 

perfect and wonderful individuals you feel grateful to simply call “friend.” I promise. I’m looking 

ahead to having dinner with one of them next week as I type the word wonderful. 

And so, dearest readers, beloved lovers of love, it seems that at this post-list juncture we are indeed 

approaching the bring-it-home bend of our rather nontraditional review. But before I bid you adieu 

and bonne chance with a good old-fashioned “aaaaand there you have it,” I’ve actually saved the final PRO 

for last. Since I believe it is the most precious bit of all—or at least, the one I believe best reflects my real 

freaking authority—I thought it wise to distinguish it from the mathematics of the lists above. (Mind you, if 

we look to our trusty lists, we can see that my “Thumbs up to heartache and pain!” claim is, essentially, 

simple math.) 

Truth be told, I’d wager that when you signed on for this unconventional ride, you were well-aware that 

taking a risk with one’s heart—whether you’ve explored the bedrock and stood in the driftwood, or are only 

now considering the maiden voyage of a first-hello—is never a simple expedition. However, if I’ve done my 

job here (and by golly, I sure hope I have), I shall take comfort in knowing that you are perhaps inclined to 

accept my impassioned proposal that it is, and will always be, a worthwhile one. If not only for the prospect 

of true, lasting love, then perhaps, because. . . 

you might end up single at age forty-one, trusting in the next first-hello 

as you sit relaxed and happy in your pajamas, conversing with no one, 

savoring the most delicious glass of red you’ve ever placed your lips upon. 

  

  

 

*As in, inherently flawed. Just like you. And me. And all of mankind. 

file:///C:/Users/Laura/Desktop/OpeningUp_Edits_Final.doc%23_ftnref1
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“Zombie” By Forrest Rapier 
 

Well 

The line in was nonexistent blurry faces scoffs and a few yawns forked over a ticket and waltzed on into the 

blitzkrieg Sound and space collided with alcohol not to mention marijuana Heart aches vision throbbing 

about that time to flick a flame and breathe in that nauseating nicotine Know what I mean? The disc jockey 

amplifying his clashes and mixes with passion his five o clock shadow dark and scraggly I know the burden 

Some girls are dancing rolling their bodies in circles and sagging their shoulders now so am I perched up on 

a couch facing the floor overlooking the pit of a faceless mass I am very important person Sitting in VIP 

with no band on my wrist because the black guy wasn’t looking Sipping something that isn’t mine orange 

crush try tang and tranquilizers smoking a bone a fairy quipped with a feather floated over and fondled my 

forearm Did you take my light? If I did honey this cigarette would be lit wouldn’t it? My little white pixie 

has yet to have kicked me in the shins but the animal inside can feel her tonguing my toes mumbled 

something humbling bumblebees rumbling round while beetles peck at bastards plucking at their eye 

sockets biting tween their lips injecting toxins The floor is a flurry of flask spillage and plastic cups Jen the 

thin drink maiden carries a tray of golden glowing liquid we chat and she offers elixir the animal inside 

indulges inhale exhale smoke fumes honeycomb Beautiful bodies throbbing sinking swimming floating That 

angel stole my wings Being drunk being high then leveling out and letting the floor beneath your feet drop is 

orgasmic Glass bottles become butterflies dark black hair is now seaweed Also the music grabs your ears, 

pulls you like an angry mother drags you to the front row slides you back to the shoulders sitting on stilts 

Clouds have begun to rain upon us as sound thunders across my horizon we laugh and hug the mist masses 

Lights and lasers glitter and gore sparklers exploding in midair elevated by elegant egrets spreading their 

wings smiling yet squawking Been rolling round on the floor for what seems like a month now my mane is 

awfully mangled tangled and knotted A lone doe wanders beyond my immediate swipe the animal inside 

pounces sink in my teeth and dig at the rib cage Her blood oozes at the corners of my mouth fog meshes 

with mist a limp lifeless doe hangs from my jowls scattered shrieks and colorful freaks obey the gigantic 

teleprompter Dance Dance Dance Jump Yell sweat pours orbs of sunlight suspended overhead explode the 

spectrum from indigo to violet leak gasoline all over the flammable youth The orbs sprout squid like 

tentacles and begin to convulse and pulsate those squid suns start snatching up survivors from the dead 

faceless mass Sloppy soup skulls cling to the sticky dance floor fingers crossed they don’t get picked The 

animal inside leaps and roars in the face of the squid sun spectrum snatchers until they recoil twenty 

thousand leagues under the sea Touch the light shock each other create lightning the pixie has me by the 

ankles turns me into the animal Mary Joseph The Angel Three Wise Men are all in attendance The animal 

consumes the sleeping babe that was Jesus Now we have no lord and savior only an ocean of zombie 

soldiers rocking back and forth pumping up and down with the rhythm of the amplifiers Zombies on their 

tip toes hands outstretched arms extended jaws sewed shut eyes wide open screaming 
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“Insight” By Ricky Di 
 

“Bound to a boulder with an eagle ferociously eating away at his liver, only to have it grow back and be 

eaten again the next day. This was the eternal punishment Zeus handed to Prometheus when he gave to 

man the secrets of fire.” These were the first words the scouts heard Chris say that Monday morning. The 

class Chris and I were teaching is an upper-level course, so our scouts’ ages were fourteen to seventeen. 

“Today, we shall be as your Prometheus; today, we shall teach you the secrets of the Dancing Red Flower… 

just don’t tell Zeus.” 

Chris and I were in our third year teaching the Wilderness Survival merit badge course at Camp Euchee at 

the Spanish Trail Scout Reservation in DeFuniak Springs, Florida. The Gulf Coast Council, the local 

division of the Boy Scouts of America (BSA for short), held a week-long summer camp on the Reservation 

four weeks every summer. I’d been a scout most of my life when we were recruited to teach at STSR at age 

sixteen, ever since I was an orange-shirted Tiger Cub just starting kindergarten. 

I met Chris in fourth grade as a first-year Webelos (like “deer,” the singular and plural are the same). That 

was when I was the taller one. Now, he stands at a grossly overgrown 6’6” that towers over my “perfectly 

average” 5’9”. As the two of us got older, other scouts in our age group succumbed to the temptations of 

cars, girls, and not being called a dork for wearing a scout uniform, and began to drop out. But we stayed. I 

wanted to get away from the chaos of a house filled with six unruly and highly destructive siblings, to a place 

of order and structure. Chris wanted to escape the authoritative and rigid control of his father, a retired 

Navy officer. We saw this as an opportunity to get what we both wanted: away from home. The 

paycheck didn’t hurt, either. 

Fire, chiefly how to make it, is a vital aspect of wilderness survival. It’s a source of light and heat, a repellent 

against wild animals, and a necessity for cooking. And I think it looks really cool. 

“You start with tinder. Tinder is anything small and light that catches fire quickly.” Fire was Chris’ specialty, 

and the passion with which he spoke of it drew the students in. “Pine needles, dry leaves, moss. But it burns 

out quick, so have your materials ready.” 

The youths began collecting materials for their fires. Yes, “youth” is a strange word, but that’s what the BSA 

chooses to call anyone under eighteen, so take it up with them. I would’ve picked something like “scout.” 

But I fear I’m straying a bit far off topic now. 

I noticed one group returning with a pile of pine twigs, most likely to use as kindling for their cooking fire. 

They were led by Andy, a fifteen-year-old with short blonde hair and a perpetually dirty face. 

“You can’t use those,” I called to the boys. They looked at me, puzzled. “For your fire,” I repeated, “you 

can’t use pine in your cooking fire.” Again with the puzzlement. 

“Pine twigs are good for starting fires. We use ‘em all the time on camp outs,” Andy said. He was right; the 

small pine twigs are a great fire starter, they burn fast and hot and allow plenty of fuel to ignite larger pieces, 

but the toxins in the sap burn out as smoke which can contaminate your food, making you sick. After my 

explanation, they returned the pine and came back with a stock of nice, safe hardwood, perfect for cooking. 

Collecting materials is the easy part. It’s producing the fire that’s tricky. Despite what Hollywood would 

have you believe, rubbing two sticks together does not produce a flame. Lighters and matches do, though, 

which is why I make sure to have plenty of both. Yes, I docarry multiple lighters during camping trips, 
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because sometimes they run out of fluid at the worst possible time, and what I’m about to tell you is 

extremely tedious and time-consuming. 

If you don’t have your lighter handy, there are other ways to get a fire going. To create an ember, a 

functional method is the “bow-drill” technique. Take a dry, relatively flat piece of wood and make a conical 

hole through the center; this is called a fireboard. Use a shoelace and a curved branch to make a “bow,” 

and a sturdy, straight stick, or “drill.” Place a coal catcher, a large leaf or something similar, under the 

fireboard and set the drill into the conical hole with the bowstring wrapped around it. Use a stone to hold 

the top of the drill and quickly move the bow in a sawing motion. The friction caused by the drill inside the 

fireboard will cause tiny embers to fall onto the coal catcher. Embers equal fire. 

I know what you’re thinking. This isn’t the Discovery Channel, Pal. Why would I ever need to know 

this? Well, you probably won’t. Even if you are knocked unconscious and wake up in the middle of the 

forest, chances are you’ll find a highway or marked path long before you need to start worrying about your 

next meal. But that’s not the point. I spent over a decade learning all this stuff, so humor me a few minutes. 

Also, on the off-chance you do happen to find yourself in the only un-mapped section of the American 

wilderness, wouldn’t it be nice not to die? So, really, I’m doing this for you. 

You’re welcome. 

After the business of fire comes the procurement of food, the most important aspect of survival. “Insects 

and larvae, on average, provide about 70% protein by volume, compared to 20% from most mammals…and 

they’re a lot easier to catch. So, if you’re stuck out in the woods, be prepared to eat some bugs,” I said. The 

general disgusted looks were expected. The stigma is these “creepy crawlies” are all sorts of nasty, and some 

of them are. I mean, Chris and I have many times channeled the essence of The Lion King’s Timon and 

Pumba with our insect eating habits (with less singing, of course), but I’ve never exactly enjoyed it. No 

halfway normal person would. However, many insects are so chitinous that they lack a taste altogether, and 

it’s common for ants to store honey inside their abdomens, just like their cousins the bees and wasps. 

The class started day two with a discussion on why it’s a bad idea to eat edible wild plants and insects, 

because the merit badge instruction guide made us, then ignored it completely and moved on. “Avoid 

caterpillars, anything colorful or hairy, anything that smells bad, or anything with pinchers or stingers big 

enough to do lasting damage,” I said. The scouts’ faces had contorted into several different grimaces as I 

continued my description. “If you can find an old log, grubs and worms are the best; they’re fat, they’re 

slow, and there are usually a lot of them.” 

Some insects require further preparation. Anything with a hard outer shell, like beetles and crickets, will 

contain mites and other parasites and will need to be cooked. I’ll expand this thought because it’s 

important; they need to be cooked thoroughly. Also, to avoid choking or that pesky “lodged popcorn 

kernel” feeling, wings and spiny legs should be removed. 

The careful reader will have noted by now that I seem to be joking my way through these instructions. But, 

Ricky, you say, I thought you said it was important for us to know these things. What I said was “ wouldn’t it 

be nice not to die?” Important to know? Not so much. Not even for the scouts Chris and I spent our 

summers teaching. But, instead of simplytelling you why, how about I show you? 

  

There is no danger. No necessity for this knowledge. Wilderness Survival isn’t even one of the merit badges 

required to become an Eagle Scout. So, why do we do it? Why did Chris and I spend so many summers 

teaching this essentially useless skill set? 
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It’s fun. 

It’s entertaining to learn quirky new facts that hold no practical real world application. It’s the reason shows 

like Jeopardy and QI (for my English friends) are still on the air. It’s just as entertaining to tell others about 

all the quirky facts you know. And, in the realm of wilderness survival, you don’t get much quirkier than 

edible plants. 

“Cladonia,” Chris said. It was day three, and the scouts looked confused at the mention of this strange 

word. “It’s more commonly called deer moss, if that helps.” Chris was pointing to a patch of white, fibrous, 

cloud-like growths sprouting from the ground in a small clearing within the trees. The ground was damp, its 

moisture held in by a layer of rotting leaves from the nearby oaks, and the little white puffs sprouted out 

through the muck, standing out like a series of white clouds in an angry black sky. 

These tiny clouds are a common meal for deer; hence the term deer moss. “Fun fact,” Chris spoke again, 

“deer moss, despite its very mossy appearance, and name for that matter, is actually a lichen.” Again, our 

students gazed with the blank stares of a lichen-eater in headlights. “It’s a fungus…like a very porous 

mushroom.” 

Cognizance refilled their eyes. “Does that mean you can eat it?” one of them asked. 

I noticed Chris grimace out of the corner of my eye. Years ago, while we were taking the Wilderness 

Survival course ourselves, the two of us had learned first-hand the edible nature of this particular lichen. 

“Yes, but only in very dire situations. It’s endangered, and Florida’s the only place it grows,” I answered. 

“That, and it tastes like mold,” Chris added. 

“Of course, not every plant is edible,” Chris continued. “Some are quite dangerous when consumed, giving 

your horrible fits of nausea, hallucinations, and sometimes death.” He looked off for a moment. “Especially 

death.” 

An excruciatingly lengthy test exists to determine edibility of wild plants. Before beginning, fast for eight 

hours to clear your system of anything that could affect the test, while at this time separating the plant in 

question into its individual parts (i.e. leaves, stem, roots, berries) as some are only toxic when certain parts 

are eaten. I would use those eight hours to look for a road, but to each his own. Start the test by rubbing 

each individual portion against the inner side of your forearm and waiting fifteen minutes for a reaction. It 

seems rather unwise, of course, to rub something potentially toxic on your arm and “wait for something bad 

to happen,” but it beats the alternative. That alternative? Vomiting, or death…probably both with your luck, 

though; getting yourself stranded out in the woods and all. If no reaction occurs, it’s safe to assume that the 

plant is not “skin-contact poisonous,” or you’re doing it wrong. If there is a reaction, try very hard not to eat 

it and find a new one to test on the other arm. 

Assuming you’re still alive, take each part of the plant in turn and place the pieces against your lips, again, 

waiting fifteen minutes for a reaction. Some plants contain calcium oxalate, a compound that forms tiny 

irritating crystals on the stems and leaves that don’t affect skin but still react with the vastly more sensitive 

lips and tongue, causing rashes to appear along with horrible itching. With this in mind, it would be a good 

idea to check the plant for the tiny but visible barbs before sticking it near your mouth. If no reaction 

occurs, you can try the ingestion test. 

Prepare a small amount of each part as you would any edible plant; boiling, steaming, roasting, etc. A trick I 

use to try and prevent gagging is to imagine it’s some sort of imported spinach, or other leafy vegetable. 

Keep in mind; it only works if your choice of test plant tastes like some sort of imported spinach. In my 

experience, it won’t. After preparation, put a small amount in your mouth and begin chewing. If nothing 
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terrible happens after 3 minutes, swallow, then wait eight hours. If you begin to notice a reaction during this 

time, induce vomiting to clear your system. If not, prepare about ¼ cup of the plant section (that’s about a 

handful for you weirdos who don’t carry measuring cups around the forest with you) and eat it as normal, 

then wait another eight hours for a reaction. If you haven’t died or doubled over in agony, then the plant is 

probably safe to eat. Or it’s a nice slow-acting poison. But at least you won’t die hungry. 

“I have a question,” Andy said. We were still in day three and they usually weren’t this chatty until 

Thursday, when we did an overnight trip and they had to construct their shelters. “What if,” he paused and 

bit his lip, waving his hands slowly about as if conducting a very sluggish orchestra in his mind as he gazed at 

the trees surrounding the class area searching for his words, “you run out of arms and lips to test the plants 

with?” The question emitted a quiet chorus of chuckles from his classmates. I took a moment to fight back 

my own grin before replying; “well then you’re not very good at it, so you should probably stick to insects 

and fish.” 

“I don’t like fish,” Andy replied, wrenching his nose into a crinkled mass of disgust. “Hold on.” Chris 

joined the discussion, his interest piqued by the fit of laughter emitted by the others. “I’m curious as to why 

‘fish’ was the choice that bothered you.” He replied with a very nonchalant “well, I’ve never tried bugs.” 

Chris rolled his eyes and groaned a defeated “touché.” 

At this point, you’re most likely covered in rashes and want to get some sleep. For that, you’ll need shelter. 

Luckily, your local forest is like a very well-ventilated Lowe’s, and full of all the materials you’ll need to 

construct a shelter. You have logs and branches for framing, vines or woven bark (basswood, cedar, poplar, 

or willow) for ropes, and palmetto, bark, and moss for walls. It’s no Ritz-Carlton, but, let’s be honest, how 

many of us can get into a Ritz-Carlton? 

“I’m not sleeping in that thing,” Andy said. 

Andy and I stood over the shelter he had built: a tripod of fallen branches, two shorter ones and a third 

longer extending outward, lashed together with vines and covered in a layer of saw palmetto leaves and pine 

needles. A small opening was left between the smaller branches, just big enough for a single person to slide 

in. I looked down at the haphazard pile of leaves and debris and instantly sympathized with Andy’s 

objections. 

“You will if you want the badge,” I said. 

He looked again at the shoddy shelter, then back at me. “Do I really have to sleep in it?” he asked. 

I pulled the book titled Wilderness Survival Merit Badge from my pack and flipped to the page of 

requirements, turning it to Andy with my finger pointing to the passage;Requirement 8: Improvise a natural 

shelter…spend a night in your shelter. “Well, it doesn’t say anything about sleeping, but you do have to stay 

in it for about 8 hours,” I said. 

Andy was not pleased. 

Andy’s probably about twenty-years-old now. I haven’t seen him since he took our class, but I’d like to 

imagine at some point he learned to wash his face. 

Our last year as instructors was 2006. Since our departure, the Wilderness Survival merit badge course has 

reverted to the more streamlined and by-the-book edition it was before we took over. A version of our 

curriculum is now being marketed as a week-long event where experienced scouts and leaders spend their 

entire trip in the forest, learning how to survive in the wild. It’s called the Euchee Outdoor Experience, and 
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is something Chris and I suggested as a joke six years ago. They complain so much Friday morning after the 

over-nighter. Wouldn’t it be funny if we made them do it all week? Apparently not. 

To say our extensive knowledge of wilderness survival has not served us since we left would be very 

accurate. Chris joined the Navy in 2007, fulfilling a lifelong fear of becoming more like his father, and 

almost immediately began losing his hair (like his father). In recent years, whenever I suggest a High 

Adventure outing (the BSA’s term for all the fun stuff they print in the recruitment brochures) I’m met with 

a series of annoyed groans from my old co-instructor, who has taken to spending most of his shore leaves 

sitting on the couch in his boxers playing World of Warcraft. Now the only dancing red flowers we see are 

the ones in the bottom of a charcoal grill when we cook our neatly-packaged USDA-approved steaks. 
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POETRY 

   

                         “Untitled” by Erika Stein                                             “Untitled” by Erika Stein 

”Once thought you’d be here with me” by Justin Verley  
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“183” by Hannah Jancosko 
 

I found religion once 

or twice. Most notably 

on a bus last Tuesday 

when a mosquito threw 

its entire being repeatedly 

against the window. 
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“Fists Over Dinner” by Daniel Ruiz 
 

I can fit my fist in either of our mouths 

but you said you won’t let me try it 

because nothing I own belongs in your mouth 

or anywhere near your face, 

which is why I’m glad you won’t be eating 

 

this dinner I cooked, and why I can now say 

More for me! and Goodbye to you! 

which will make this steak even more rare, 

these potatoes even heavier, these carrots 

more crunchy—but what else of mine 

 

is mine and not yours that you don’t 

want? We shared a toothbrush for a week 

when we went camping, bags of popcorn 

every time your favorite drama played 

on Lifetime, our tongues whenever you wanted, 

 

and I just think that maybe it’d be better 

if I take it back: I don’t want to put 

my fist anywhere near your mouth, 

your house on Monticello, your Ford Mustang. 

Take me home, public transportation— 

 

because a ride with you would be worse 

than finding out I need an exorcism, 

than a surgeon missing my right atrium 

and poking a hole in my lungs, 
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than having my cake and still being hungry. 

 

Don’t think this is all about my fists: 

my fists are extensions of the arms 

that did all the work to lift your five 

suitcases at the airport, of the legs 

I shaved because you found hair 

 

icky, of the chest that I let you rub 

even though it tickled. I’d rather eat 

these meals by myself, or go out to eat 

alone even, so that people will walk by 

and say Poor guy! and wonder whom I’m waiting on, 

 

and I’ll smirk with a chunk of steak 

between my teeth, thinking about how 

much cheaper this is than dinner for two, 

how I can finally afford chocolate lava cake, 

how great this waitress looks tonight. 
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“Coco Clovis” By Forrest Rapier 
 

Constant contradiction, cliché at her 

finest Coco Clovis curled under 

covers for the second night straight, azure 

oceans shut beneath those doe-like lashes 

drunk dreaming pixies puking one fairy 

screaming Coco wakes upon being barely 

touched, tense back skull imploding we should 

fly back to the beach, float up to the clouds. 

Three hours from familiarity 

Isolation and Similarity 

of all that you said none of it scares me 

twist a wrist writhe and whip, scars to be 

Healed when held so I grip tight and whisper 

eyes closed, breathe slow when you try and kiss her. 
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“Tomato-Stained Drawers in a Studio Apartment” 
By Frances Amiama 
 

My refrigerator broke yesterday 

and the tuna on rye you left 

before walking out on 

my queen-sized bed 

and my cat, 

is starting to sag into itself, 

me too. 

It’s still there 

in the inner bottom drawer, 

next to the sweet tea 

we bought for dinner 

at your mother’s but forgot to bring 

because you walked 

too far ahead of me 

in the grocery store 

like you were trying to leave me. 

Right there, 

in the frozen foods section 

of Winn-Dixie. 

You told me you were sorry 

between the peas and the 

steamed broccoli packets, 

just before 

I considered crawling head first 

into one of the cold glass freezers 

to prove I could stay warm 

without you next to me. 

Driving one-handed on the interstate, 

you looked at me every so often, 

and when I started to fall asleep 

in the eighties leather of the passenger seat 

you mumbled about something, 

like you were trying 

to talk yourself into 

our close proximity. 

I have since cut 

my mattress in two. 
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“Doing Laundry on the Moon” By Joshua James 
Sewell 
 

I pull a torn Guy Harvey shirt from the dryer. 

It looks like Swiss cheesed 

trout choking on a treble hook. 

I do this every day. 

The dust here will slice your throat. 

When washing your clothes on the moon 

you have to hold down the start cycle button. 

A notice on the dispenser says, 

“Unattended machines may float away.” 

“A clean colony is a happy colony.” 

There are only two scents in the dispenser, 

Lilac Blossoms and Mango Sea. 

Again the micro-gravity gets to my head 

and browned boxers hang with a sock. 

I carry the load back to my room 

thinking about fresh trout in a mango sea 

aware of nothing. 

 

 


